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Hello YTC Family, 

We are more than ecstatic just thinking about getting onto the tennis court and figuring out ways to 
make each of you feel safe and enjoy your tennis experience. It will take a while to get back to 
normal, however, our facility safety protocol paired with our reshaped on-court presence will get 
you going in the right direction. With the credits you will most likely be receiving for the missed 
sessions, we have created a range of options to utilize them (this is coming next week in detail). 

When it comes to your tennis needs (physical and emotional), we think a low and steady approach 
would be the best way to get things going. Bringing you back and putting you in groups right away 
may not be the best way to re-engage after 10 weeks off. Here are 3 suggestions we think can get 
you back on-court in a developmentally appropriate way: 

• Private Lessons 
• Semi-Private Lessons 
• Summer-Sparring-Sessions 

There are many benefits of taking a Private/Semi-Private Lesson, but I want to highlight getting out 
and having some fun and exercise. Next, we can use the private to solve the problems that have 
been hampering your game. This is a time to seek solutions for those things you did not have time 
for, or were scared to try out. Setting up a solo session will help to speed things up. Once we get 
your confidence levels up, we can then ease you back into a group setting… but no rush on that 
right now.	� 

The Summer-Sparing-Sessions are just as they sound. You and a coach just sparring. This is not 
a coaching session, it is just you, signing up for a rally-based hitting workout. In this hour-long 
session, you will hit between 500-1000 balls per session. Again, no coaching will be given, just 
play. This will be a perfect complement to a private lesson taken earlier, executing what you 
learned earlier in a controlled, but competitive environment. 

As I mentioned in the previous communication, we have been hard at work created a fun and 
challenging environment. When you walk on the court, I can guarantee that your curiosity will be 
piqued and you will immediately start asking questions.  

As we inch closer to opening, a guidebook featuring our reconfigured club policy and etiquette 
guidelines will be coming your way. After countless webinars, shared articles on safety protocols 
and sanitation, I can say with certainty that the staff is ready to serve you some tennis (pun 
intended!) 

Finally, a big YTC shoutout to our Junior Coaches Caitlyn Budzynski & William Hanvey on their 
high school graduation. We have watched these two individuals grow in our facility, from shy 4th 
graders to exemplary role models who personify what being a kid in the YTC program is all about. 
We celebrate with their parents and families, thanking them for allowing us to be part of their 
growth. We wish those in your households a happy graduation too! 

Looking forward to seeing you soon, 

 

Tendai Kuwaza 

Director of Tennis 


